
Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim: the great victory had been achieved by reclaiming a
part of the Iraqi people who had believed ISIS is its savior

Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim, chairman of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq praised the fully

liberation of Fallujah, considering the great victory is achieved by reclaiming a part of the

Iraqi people that was believing ISIS as a savior, noting that this part of people had an

admonishment against the government and today they are gathering around it and its security

administrations after they had discovered the falsity of allegations ISIS and ISIS’s great

oppression.
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This took place in the eighteenth Ramadan evening in his eminence office in Baghdad Sunday,

06/26/2016.
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His Eminence called on to think about post-ISIS phase and present the comprehensive political

project, after everyone had returned to the inseparable Iraqi nation and terrorism had become

obvious to all, affirming that Mosul is our next victory, and terrorism had been defeated when

it had lost its supporters, indicating that the cohesion of the Iraqi people had failed the

sectarian plans, describing ISIS as a bubble that had lost its supporters and its political

covers.
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His eminence reiterated his belief in the imminent demise and defeat of ISIS in Iraq,

anticipating that the countries that have supported and paved the way for terrorism will suffer

from the crimes of ISIS, explaining that there are those who support, covered for and funded

ISIS, that will return back to them, because God’s laws states that bad deeds will return back

to its originators, considering what has been achieved in Fallujah, an accomplishment that was

achieved by sacrifices and pure blood, but otherwise Fallujah would have remained captive by

ISIS for many years to come, calling on the faithful to invest in Laylat al-Qadr (the night

when the first verses of the Quran were revealed to the Islamic prophet Muhammad (peace be upon

him)) by prayers for the victory of mujahedeen, and goodness for Iraq, the Islamic nation and

humanity


